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Dedication

With love

we dedicate this book

to all breast cancer patients.

May you discover here

a reaffirmation of life

through our laughter and yours.
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How To Use This Book
Laugh with it! This book is your guide to the 
ridiculous, the absurd, the just plain funny aspects of
living with breast cancer.  A life-threatening disease 
challenges our body and our spirit.  It tries to belittle
us, and can make us question who we are.  If we let it, 
it can take the life out of our lives.  Laughing at 
ourselves doesn’t discount the seriousness of our 
situation or erase our fear.  But it does free us to find
more creative and healthy ways to cope with the 
problems of breast cancer.

Read it aloud with a friend. The laughter that heals
is vocal.  Have you ever noticed how much easier it 
is to express your amusement out loud in the presence
of others?  Anything from titters, to chuckles, to 
loud belly laughs will do.  Yet often we read a funny
cartoon or watch a humorous TV show and keep our
laughter inside, silent because there isn’t anyone to
ask, “What are you laughing at?”

Share the Laughter. Part of the healing power of 
laughter comes from sharing it with others.  Sometimes
friends who feel awkward in our presence because we
have cancer are surprised and reassured to find that we
can still laugh.  That it’s all right to tell jokes and be
funny, and that we can talk about our cancer treatments
and cancer-focused life.  After all, life doesn’t stop
being funny just because you have a life-threatening
disease.  Also, sometimes people who love us, because
they feel helpless, hurt more than we do.  Laughter
heals everyone who hears it.  

This book is not meant to take the place of traditional medical
care.  Please use this book as a complement to the course of
treatment your doctor prescribes for you.
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“You can’t be afraid 

when you laugh with a friend.”
JoAnne Kacillas



The Healing Power of
Laughter

By JoAnne Kacillas, Wellness Coach and developer of “Surfing the
Stress™,” a six week workshop of imagery, laughter and play 
techniques based on the philosophy that “You can’t stop the waves,
but you can learn to surf.” (Jon Kabat-Zinn).  JoAnne is a lawyer
who became an expert on stress when faced with her own life 
threatening illness.

Laughter is very good medicine.  A good laugh lowers
blood pressure, exercises the lungs, stimulates the 
circulatory system and increases oxygen in the blood.
Pulse rate and blood pressure drop and skeletal 
muscles become deeply relaxed.  

Laughing also increases the production of the beta-
endorphins which decrease anxiety and depression,
activates the thymus gland, and generally increases
immune system activity.  Research has found that those
who watched a humor video had significantly increased
lymphocyte proliferation and natural killer-cell activity,
and that even the anticipation of humor brought 
significant drops in anxiety levels.

Laughing at yourself is very good medicine because
you can’t hate or feel badly for very long when you’re
laughing and producing beta-endorphins.  When we
laugh, our perception shifts.  We let go of feelings of
judgment, blame and self-pity to embrace a more
extended knowledge of ourselves.  We can see the
absurdity of our situation and gain some distance from
it, gaining a new perspective.  We can’t change what is 
– our situation or condition.  We can only change our
perception of it and response to it.

And laughter is contagious.  One good laugh generates
another, and another, and another, and can create a
community out of strangers.
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“Silly” comes from the Old English word for “blessing,” and the CHESS
Program is, indeed a blessing.  Being connected with other women in the
same situation fosters a wonderful community in which the experience of
breast cancer can be shared.  Anyone who has experienced a major illness
can tell you that there are a lot of absurd and silly things about being
sick.  Having an audience and community that can respond with a good
laugh to your humorous view of a serious situation is incredibly positive
and healing.  You can’t be as afraid when you can laugh with a friend.

This wonderful book assembles some of the healing humor shared over
the CHESS network.  Come meet some women who are healing their
spirits with laughter while they heal their bodies with surgery, radiation
and chemotherapy.  Take heart from their experiences.  Learn from their
perceptions and, perhaps, change some of your own.  Enjoy their silliness.
Laugh along with them and increase the production of your own 
beta-endorphins.  Treat yourself to a healthy dose of good medicine –
laughter.

JoAnne Kacillas

“I’ll raise you six Zantac and one Tamoxifen.”
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We are the women whose messages and laughter are in
this book.  All of us have breast cancer, but cancer is 
not who we are.  We are wives, mothers, daughters, 
and friends.  Some of us have never met in person, 
some have met, hugged and cried.  All of us have
laughed together.  

We came to know each other through CHESS, Hartford
Hospital’s on-line support program.  CHESS is a free
computer-based system that provides cancer 
information to the women on-line.  CHESS put us 
in touch with each other in a supportive setting that 
allowed anonymous informal communication.  A code
name and password were our tickets to an open-all-day
and all-night support group that we could access 
without leaving our homes or even our beds.  

At first we were all a bit reluctant to share our fears 
with strangers.  But with each message exchanged, 
we found the comfort and help that comes from not
being alone.  We found we could talk to each other 
about things we were afraid or embarrassed to talk 
about with our doctors or spouses.  Best of all, we 
discovered the healing power of laughter as we shared
the often humiliating but funny things that happened 
to us on our adventures in cancerland.  

So here we are – twelve women, just like you.  May 
you, too, find the courage to open your heart to others 
in the hope of finding a friend who will help you keep
on laughing.

THE CHESS SYSTEM IS COMPLETELY CONFIDENTIAL AND ANONYMOUS.  WE
HAVE ATTEMPTED TO REMOVE ALL PERSONAL IDENTIFYING INFORMATION
FROM DISCUSSION GROUP ENTRIES SELECTED FOR THE USE IN THIS BOOK,
AND ALL WOMEN WHOSE ENTRIES ARE USED HAVE SIGNED A RELEASE TO
ALLOW THAT REPLICATION.

Who We Are

CHESS
Comprehensive

Health
Enhancement 

Support System
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■ Angel
I’m 42 and single and live alone except for my beloved animals.  I’m
a veterinarian, and in my spare time I garden, birdwatch, read and
work on the renovation of my old house.  In addition, if there’s water
around, I’ll be in it or on it.  I’ve learned that there’s plenty to laugh
about in life, even in the worst of circumstances.

■ Charley
I’m 46, single, with no children.  I’m a high school counselor who
loves to laugh, travel and do aerobics.  Humor and exercise kept me
sane during the 16 years that I cared for my dad with Alzheimer’s.
“Laughter is a tranquilizer with no side effects.”  (Arnold Glasow)

■ Chick
I’m 49, happily married with two stepsons.  I’ve worked as a Business
Manager for an Architectural firm for 25 years which proves that I
have a sense of humor.  I love antique hunting, traveling, warm 
weather and sharing crazy times with family and friends.

■ Emma
At 54, I am the single mother of 2 adult sons.  I teach elementary
school in a rural New England community.  I’m a voracious reader.  I
find pleasure in my home, garden and neighborhood.

■ Faith 
I’m 35, married, with two children.  I work as a legal secretary and
also offer my assistance at The Publishing Center where our children
attend school.  The love and support from my husband, children, 
family and friends, along with laughter, helped me maintain a 
normal life and gave me the strength to fight to win.

■ Gonzo
I’m 42, married, with three boys ages 3, 6 and 8.  I’m self-employed

and work part time as a legal secretary.  My family keeps me pretty
busy, but they’ve given me a lot of reason to fight and live.
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■ Lace
I’m 40, married, with a delightful 7-year-old daughter.  I’ve worked 
in the insurance industry for years, but my passion is reading and 
collecting modern fiction.

■ Lumiere
I’m 49, married to a wonderful man, with 3 boys.  I’m a lactation 
consultant and labor support person and since my cancer diagnosis in
the fall of ‘97, I have been giving Reike (healing energy touch) to breast
cancer patients.  I like to walk in the woods, garden, and go camping.  I
find the ocean a peaceful place for healing.  Prayer and humor have also
been part of that healing.

■ Oreo
I am 47, widowed with 2 children.  I’m an RN specializing in 
managed care.  My greatest “stress busters” are aerobics and 
gardening.  I’ve found that humor and a little denial worked the best 
for getting me thru the BC journey.

■ Nov
I’m married with one 21 year-old in college and four grown 
stepchildren.  I’m a speech pathologist in the local school system. 
I play piano, travel, knit, read and walk on occasion.  I love to laugh 
when I feel good and I’ve come to appreciate that laughing when you
don’t feel good can still bring a smile and lighten the load.   
(Nov was the one who came up with the idea for our book.)

■ Rabbit
I’m 64, happily married for 40 years, with two children and four 
grandchildren.  I’m a free-lance writer who writes everything from 
fiction to jelly jar labels.  I’ve been a hot-air and gas balloon pilot for
over 27 years. I’ve found that laughter works as well as helium for lifting
one’s spirit.  (Rabbit wrote, edited, and drew the art for our book.)

■ Spandex
I’m 50 and married, no children.  A systems specialist for many years, 
I dropped out of the corporate world and am now self-employed, a very
busy paper hanger (one-armed for a while...).



When things are dark,
and I’m afraid,
I crawl into my mind,
and close my eyes,
and take a deep breath,
until I am brave enough
to smile and peep outside
to see if there is any laughter
I can step into and be safe.

“Rabbit”

Sanctuary
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How Can You Joke At A
Time Like This?
People who do not have cancer seldom understand the
coping humor that makes our days and nights bearable.

“I just got off the phone with a friend in Ireland...I told
her the story about the kitten humping the wig, and she
relayed it to her coworkers who were AGHAST at the
very idea of a funny anecdote related to cancer.  We 
had a long talk about gallows humor.  Then my friend
Catherine started to grill me about finances:  was 
insurance suitable, would loss of my income be a 
problem, etc., etc.  So I told her, “To hell with it, I 
won’t starve and I could use a day off and anyway, what
did I work all those years for, with all that stress, and 
all those long hours...?  So I could afford breast cancer!”

“Spandex”

Here is one woman’s reply to a fellow CHESSer who
worried that her cancer humor might upset her.  

“I’m glad you’re feeling better.  You did not turn me off
at all with your humor, I thought it was pretty funny
actually, and humor is very healing.”

“Lumiere”

“Despite others’ best intentions, it’s impossible to really
understand what it’s like to have cancer unless you’ve
been here.  Some club we have here, huh?  We’re all on
thin ice in this life, but I feel like our piece has broken
off from the rest.  We may stay close by and not float
away, but are separated just the same.  We just are.
Think of those who have no CHESS to talk to friends
with.  So just keep talking, kiddo.  All ears are here for
you.”

“Spandex”
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Still another CHESSer voiced her despondency in a way the rest of us
could sympathize with.

“Quick little story before I sign off for today.  I just got out of the shower
and, of course, my hair is almost out.  I look like a baby bird.  It made me
think of something my niece said when she was about four.  My niece
was outside playing with her little girl friend who wanted to ride my
niece’s bike.  Of course, my niece was not in a sharing mood and was
upset.  My sister told her to let her girl friend at least try the bike.  I was
standing in the doorway and my niece comes up with tears, and I asked
her what was wrong and all she said was, “I’M NOT HAPPY!”  Well, I
turned and started to laugh hysterically.  So today, I’M NOT HAPPY!
But the good thing is, I’ll get over it just like my niece and so will all of
you.  That’s a good goal to reach for.”

“Chick”

“Your niece story was so appropriate to what we are all going through.
I’m not happy I got cancer, I’m not happy I needed chemo, I‘m not happy
I lost my hair, etc., etc.  But I AM HAPPY my cancer is gone.  I AM
HAPPY my chemo is over.  I AM HAPPY my hair is growing back and I
AM HAPPY I have all of you on CHESS.  The happy times do 
outnumber the not happy times.”

“Charley”

On the days we have to go in for chemotherapy or radiation, nobody is
very happy.  One stalwart soul was determined to find the coping humor
in her radiation session.

“Yesterday at the radiation center, I was told they needed a Polaroid of
my boob.  Well, I got onto the table and stretched out and told them to let
me know if they were going to send this picture to Playboy Magazine.
Undaunted, the male technician asked me if I wanted the picture taken
with or without my glasses!”

“Nov”



“Mildred, where’s my razor and shaving cream? 
There’s nothing here but barf pills and wig shampoo!”
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When a woman has breast cancer, it affects the whole family.  Sometimes
husbands and children are afraid to voice their anger and frustration over
your disease, and so they moan and complain about seemingly trivial
things. They, too, need coping humor to help them deal with the smaller,
everyday problems of breast cancer that spill over onto them.  

When those nearest and dearest to you begin to whine and complain
about something that seems insignificant, remind yourself of this 
message one CHESSer sent to another woman on the subject of whining.

“Your mention of whining reminded me of a line I heard: ‘Whining is
rage through a very small hole.’ Thought you might get one laugh
tonight!”

“Spandex”



The 
Non-Medical

Cure

I will not be a passive patient,

taking pills and paying bills.

A co-creator of my cure,

I push my doctor’s patience

with compliments 

and supplements

like herbs and tea and co-Q10,

crystals, pins, and then when

he is quite fed up, we laugh –

he at me, and I at him

because he never can begin

to guess that in our laughter

lies the cure we’re after.

“Rabbit”
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What Your Surgeon Never
Tells You!

When you are facing breast cancer surgery, your 
imagination goes into overdrive.  No matter how much
you read or how many questions you ask, there will still
be plenty of unexpected developments, many of which
will tickle your funny bone (trust us – that’s one part of
you the surgeon won’t remove!).  Many of our messages
to each other deal with the puzzling aftermath of our
surgeries.  The things your surgeon never tells you –
you’ll hear all about on CHESS.

As the following messages testify, there can be some
troublesome side-effects to breast surgery that your 
doctor never seems to mention beforehand.  Of course, 
it doesn’t happen to everybody - but here’s how three
women on the CHESS computer network found the
funny side of “nipple dysfunction.”

“Perhaps someone can comment on a bothersome 
nipple dysfunction:  I had the lumpectomy on the left
side, and my left headlight has been stuck on high beam
ever since.  Perhaps it has its own power source?  I’m
not sure what to do about it....it’s like the airplane 
landing gear problem.  If both wheels are down, it’s
great.  If only one wheel is down, it’s terrible.  If both
are up, you can still survive a rough belly landing.  So,
what do I do?  Wear a Band-Aid on the left and hope 
the right light stays off?  Or wear two Band-Aids for 
the rest of my life?  Or should I just wear one on the
right and give my left nipple to Gonzo and save her the
bother of reconstruction?  Truly a dilemma.  Any
thoughts on this?  Gonzo  - have you considered this
mismatch situation?  You really are welcome to 
mine - just be warned that it itches like hell.”

“Spandex”
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“It used to be Sears Auto Parts. They just retooled!”

“It’s obvious from your questions about ‘nipple dysfunction’ that you
have a great sense of humor.  I had a lumpectomy which created an
‘inny’ on my right side and of course my left side has the ‘outy.’ What
we have to endure!  But being small breasted, it doesn’t show very
much.  Actually, the right side has come back, somewhat, and my 
doctor said it may come back completely.  So yours may do the same.
If not, my girlfriend said to blow up the left side and the right side may
pop out.  What are friends for!”

“Chick”

“Now about that nipple problem.  I prefer to think of mine as a
Frankenstein bolt, complete with an electrical charge all the way to my
spine every time I got a chill.  Unfortunately, mine lasted all the way
through radiation.  The good news is it’s starting to get back to normal;
there are even times when it is not standing at attention.”

“Lace”
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Lumpectomies sometimes leave dirty margins, and it’s no fun to be told
you have to go back and have the surgeon “clean up.”  

“Last week I was so pissed.  I had to go in to surgery again.  My doctor
said the lab found some dirty margins left over from my lumpectomy.  I
don’t blame him – it just happens.  But I was still angry.  So to cheer
myself up I went prepared.  I got a bit of adhesive tape and wrote him a
note and taped it to my boob so he would find it when he unwrapped
me to start surgery.  It was a limerick.  When he read it aloud, everyone
in the operating room cracked up.”

She said to her medical man,
“You’ve done everything that you can!
You’ve cut, diced, and sliced, 
and done everything twice.
Now leave me alone you horrible man!”

“Rabbit”

We CHESSers often come up with our own vocabulary to express our
feelings about our surgeries.

“It’s not a lumpectomy.  It’s a chunkectomy.”

“Oreo”

We also come up with our own explanations when we don’t want to 
discuss things in public.  

“A young cousin noticed that I was favoring my left arm and asked me
about it in front of my mother (who was too ill to be told I had breast
cancer).  I said it was pinned to my side in order to keep my fingers
away from my nose.”

“Spandex”
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Reconstruction of a breast that has been removed due to cancer gives
many women a more positive outlook for the future.  One type of
reconstruction involves creation of a breast mound or skin pocket for an
implant using tissues taken from other parts of the body, such as the
back, buttocks, or abdomen.  One of our CHESS women who had this
surgery discovered a hitherto unknown problem with this procedure that
had us all laughing for days as our imaginations carried us away.  Let
this be a warning for all tattooed women considering this type of breast
reconstruction!

“The mastectomy and reconstruction took about 6 hours, and the 
surgeons were all very pleased.  But I keep looking at my breast and
seeing my stomach (one little mole from my belly is right in the middle
of my breast)!”

“Gonzo”

“Your Honor,

my client is

suing for the

reunion of her

turtle-doves

which were 

separated 

during breast 

reconstruction!”
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At a follow-up consultation with her breast reconstruction surgeon,
“Gonzo” found the doctor was not as sympathetic as he could have
been.  

“It’s been four and a half weeks since my mastectomy and 
reconstructive breast surgery, and I still have a lot of discomfort.  I
finally put a bra on last week (a size larger than my former size).  I
wore the bra for three hours and when I took it off my ribs were so 
tender and black and blue.  When I called the doctor looking for help or
at least a little sympathy, all he said was ‘don’t wear a bra.’ Easy for a
man to say!  I guess I should have opted for the implants instead of this
flap reconstruction.  I now wish I had gone that route. “Don’t you want
bigger ones?” he said.  I could have punched him.  Who cares about
that when you have cancer?  But now I’m wishing I did.”

“Gonzo”

“Let’s see, Mrs. Morgan, in addition to reconstructive 
breast surgery, you also want enlargement of both breasts,
a tummy tuck, liposuction on your thighs, and a face lift?”



Some women are afraid that after surgery their husbands or boy friends
will find them hard to look at.  Many more men, however, respond as
this husband did.  

“I’ve been feeling really down because of my surgery.  Okay, so I’m
well over 60 and even when I was young was somewhat flat chested –
but now, talk about flat!  If it weren’t for the bandage I’d have no figure
at all!  Then this morning I had a wonderful surprise.  My husband,
who has put up with all the bad limericks I’ve been making up to keep
my sanity, turned the tables on me and left this limerick in my wig
box.”

“Rabbit”

There’s an old woman of mine,

Who once had a form divine.

Though she’s no longer curvy, 

Her smile can still swerve me,

And I think she’s looking just fine!”

“Bob”



After surgery for breast cancer it’s difficult, if not 
impossible, to wear a bra for several months.  Whether
you have had a mastectomy or a lumpectomy or lymph
node extraction, every bra or teddy you try on seems to
hurt in all the wrong places.  The obvious solution is 
not to wear a bra at all.

But for many of us, this can be hard to accept at first. 
In winter, we can cover up with sweaters; but in the
heat of summer, we can become very self conscious
and uncomfortable.  Whatever bosom we have left 
jiggles without support.  We are convinced that 
everyone is staring at us.  

Sharing a joke about our bra-less condition goes a long
way toward helping us overcome our anxiety about
going out in public.  Thoughts of “THE BEACH”
bring all sorts of worries.

When one of the women admitted that she wasn’t 
looking forward to exhibiting herself in a bathing suit
on her long-awaited tropical vacation, she got this 
message from “Spandex,” which she said made her
feel much better.

“Do not worry about the beach.  On every beach on
this planet there will be someone who is happy to
exhibit an older and fatter body than yours, and in less
material.  Just park yourself next to that creature and
relax and enjoy the sunshine!”

“Spandex”

Take It Off!
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It helps to share these feelings with other women who feel the same
way, who are not going to pooh-pooh your fears, or deny them by
telling you, “Oh, you’ll be fine – nobody will notice.”  Sharing your
concerns can actually bring help – such as information on where to buy
the perfect “bc” bathing suit, or “waterproof wig glue,” or a reminder
about where you should apply sunblock.

“The beach is my favorite – when I listen to my imagery tape, that’s
exactly the place I put myself – except this year I can see myself lying
on the soft, warm sand and whammo, there goes my wig, in the ocean.
I’ll have to remember to sunscreen my head first.  Or maybe I’ll just do
the pool thing instead.  Might be safer, I won’t have to swim so far to
retrieve a soggy head of hair.  Oh the crazy thoughts we have with
this!”

“Chick”

“Spandex,” our fellow CHESSer, came back from her beach vacation
with a story that delighted – and yes, even awed – the rest of us.

“There were a lot more Europeans on the beach this year, so my friend
and I were rarities with our tops on.  You can also tell which are the
American boobs – always the posers, never natural about it.  There was
one obnoxious babe walking up and down and Up and Down with her
hands on her hips and her mosquito bites sticking out.  She thought she
was quite the one.  We four couldn’t help but snicker about it, since she
was making such a fool of her’s.  Our friend Jeff said she was blocking
his view of the nicer, more natural breasts.  I stood and took my straps
down and said I was going over there to show her a REAL breast and
tell her I had more at home in a jar than she had on her whole chest.
Poor Jeff fell right for it and was up off his chaise before he realized I
had him.  My husband just sat there and shook his head.....”

“Spandex”
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“I thought I’d start wearing 

my bra today.

I’m ready, I say, 

Hooray!  Hooray!

Whipped it on and 

went on my way.

It rode home 

in my purse, 

tucked away!”

“Lace”
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When coffee tastes like Drain-o,
you’re on chemo.
When chocolate smells like playdough,
you’re on chemo.
When you want to toss your cookies,
and your breath smells like a Wookie’s,
it’s not Star Trek time, or dream-o, 
it’s just chemo.

When you’re gaining weight on air,
you’re on chemo.
When you go to brush your hair, and it’s not there,
you’re on chemo.
When you itch and twitch and squelch
every hiccough that you belch,
and you’re best friend is your john, oh,
its just chemo.

When your shoes are way too tight,
you’re on chemo.
When your mind has taken flight,
you’re on chemo.
When you simply can not swallow
all the water that you ought’er,
and your mouth’s too dry to talk, oh,
it’s just chemo.

Then those nasty cancer cells begin to die,
and your blood counts rise and fall, and tumors fry.
Then you lift your fists in triumph, and you cry,
“Hooray for Chemo!”

“Rabbit”

Hooray for Chemo!
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Marblehead Games

All of us face being bald with some degree of 
trepidation, but when we change our perspective from
vanity to coping humor, we dampen some of the stress.
When you have a CHESS computer to share your
humor with other members or give expression to your
wildest fantasies, almost anything can happen!  The
women who sent the following messages have an
unquenchable sense of play that took them through
some pretty rough times.  Although they weren’t 
looking forward to being bald, they were not about 
to let a bald head go “unused.”  

“Today my washing machine broke and the 
repairwoman, who is quite competent and friendly, 
and I had a conversation about clients who treat us as
through we were on the very bottom of the food chain,
when the greatest achievement some of them have ever 
accomplished is the successful application of makeup.
There are sure a lot of spoiled little whiners in this
world, as I’m sure you know!  I shall save my bald
head for them - can you moon with your scalp as 
well as your butt?  I look forward to that .... will 
have to coin a word...hmmmm.”

“Spandex”

“I totally agree with you when I hear people “whine”
now.  I try to tell people to ‘quitcherbellyaching’ and
laugh all you can.  I think that maybe we’re a whole lot
smarter now and we do have an insider’s secret.  And
speaking of mooning, sure, I can use my scalp, no
problem.  I agree that there are a few people who will
deserve it, so I’m ready, willing and able.”

“Chick”
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The game continues.

“I just spoke to a friend and told her about my head-mooning, and she
suggested I draw a line down the back of my scalp so the tailgaters will
know what they’re looking at.  Just out of curiosity, do you have 
permanent marks from the brush roller picks we used to wear?  You
know, the ones which found their own groove every night when you set
your hair?  I’m wondering if I’ll be able to name all the times I cracked
my head open as a child when I can see the scars.  There were a couple
of doozies which must be there somewhere!”

“Spandex”

“Losing our hair is probably the most disturbing thing for all of us.  We
have to keep our sense of humor.  When it finally happens to me, I told
everyone they can sign my bald head - like signing a cast on a broken
leg.  We’ll throw a party!  (Hopefully, I won’t be too traumatized and
not do it.)”

“Chick”

“I think about hair loss and realize how hard it must be to talk to your
children about it.  Maybe once they get used to your bald head you can
draw eyes and a nose on the back of your head to make them giggle.
I’m planning on doing that for my 3-year old buddy next door when the
time comes (my neighbors will expect no less from me!)”

“Spandex”

“Maybe we’ll start telling “Telly” jokes or I’ll tell my husband I’m 
trying to compete with him (he has male pattern baldness).”

“Lumiere”
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“They all started chemotherapy at the same time 
and today’s their last session!”



Take a Ride on the Upward Hyper-Spiral
I was sitting on the porcelain throne
after a chemo session, 
waiting for the puke-busters to take hold
and reading this book on 
losing my negative thoughts,
when it occurred to me that
what I should be paying attention to
was a well known scientific phenomenon – 
that shit and crap go down the gravity well,
and all I really needed to get away from it all
was a little upward momentum
(if you see what I mean).

So it occurred to me that the only difference 
between Attitude and Altitude 
is a bit of “t” and an “l.” 
So I said, “What the hell,” 
poured me a little Lipton, 
threw away the book, and turned on TV – 
hunting for Lucy.
Three re-runs later, I was so full of laughing gas,
that I believe I entered the medical zone 
technically known as an upward hyper-spiral.
I mean, I was soaring.  Man, I was taking a ride!

So thanks for the Compazine and the Zantac, boys,
the poison meds, and the barf pills, 
and other physicians’ toys.
They do their job, and I’m grateful, 
and I’ll take ‘em if I hav’ta.
But if you don’t mind,
When chemo lays me low
I’m taking the laugh lift,
going for a ride on the 
upward-hyper-spiral
more commonly 
known as laughter.

“Rabbit”
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Wig Out!

The expression “to wig out” usually means a person
has taken leave of their senses and become hysterical,
or at least extremely silly.  It’s an apt phrase, because
nothing generates as much humor and laughter as 
our wigs.  Granted, a wig isn’t for everyone.  Some 
women prefer a turban or a baseball cap or, as one
woman we know did, a clown’s hat (complete with
clown makeup – she said it gave her a “lift”).  The 
rest of us like our wigs just fine – once we find the
right one, and therein lies many a tale.

“I have to share another wig anecdote from yesterday
morning.  I went to my hairdresser/friend’s house to
try on two free wigs she had received from a client
who wanted to donate them to someone.  One was
100% human hair, short and blonde.  The other was
synthetic, short and gray-blonde.

The short blonde wig was so small I can’t even get it 
on my head ... so we toss it onto the bed and try the
gray-blonde wig which is my color exactly and which
fits - sort of.   I’m sitting at the vanity table, and my
friend is fussing and cutting when we both JUMP!
We’ve both seen in the mirror that the small blonde 
wig is walking on the bed behind us!  

We spin around in time to see Chester, my friend’s 
7-month old kitten, playing with it (well, not exactly
playing - he really should have been keeping an
appointment with the vet, if you catch my drift!).  
So, does anyone need a smallish blonde wig with
incredible sex appeal?  Will anyone else believe this
stuff?”

“Spandex”
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At first most women take really, really good care of their wigs.  We buy
the right shampoo, put it on a stand at night, don’t get it too near heat,
style it and fuss with it, etc.  But as we become used to our wigs and
used to being bald, some of us get a teensy bit casual about our wigs.  

“You’re right about my poor wig – it doesn’t get any respect.  For
instance, there was the time I took it off in the car and then put it back
on without looking too closely and went into work with it on sideways.”

“Or the time I forgot my wig and went to get an oil change completely
bald.  The other customers and the mechanics were extremely polite and
didn’t act as if they noticed, or maybe they just thought I was Demi
Moore.”

“Or the time my neighbor’s four-year-old son saw me carrying my wig
in my hand and asked if that was my hair that had fallen out.  (I had
told him previously that I had had to take some medicine that made my
hair fall out, and he’s very used to seeing me with and without my wig.)
I explained that it wasn’t real hair, it was a ‘wig’ and he went running to
his father shouting, “It’s not her real hair, she’s wearing a twig!”

“Angel”
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“I may never take my wig off when my hair grows back!  I love not
having to fuss with fixing my real hair.  It is such a time saver.  The
three times I cried the most were when I found out I had cancer, 
starting chemo, and losing my hair.  Now in retrospect, losing my hair
was no big deal.  People at work knew I had bc before I lost my hair.
When I got my hair cut, many would stop and tell me how great I
looked in my new wig and it was still my real hair!!”

“Charley”

Perhaps the greatest fear we have about wearing a wig is being 
embarrassed in public.  

“I think it’s best to look as normal as possible so you can forget that
your appearance has changed, since you’ll probably be the only one
who knows you’re in a wig.  I have to keep telling myself this, because
I have this fear that someone from across the room will point and
shriek, ‘WIIIIIIIIIG’ like the wicked witch of the West at me.”

“Spandex”
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On the other hand, when we are concerned about fighting breast cancer
our normal perspectives change and what used to matter a lot, like
appearance and dignity, fall by the wayside - literally.

“Often when I’m driving home, I’ll take off my wig in the car because
I’m tired of it.  Sunday night I went in the house and the next morning
I’m all ready to go out the door to work and realize I haven’t put my
wig on.  Searching through the house I can’t find it anywhere so I go
out to the car.  The wig had apparently fallen out of my pocket and was
frozen in the mud of the driveway.  Without any time to wash it, I
yanked it out of the mud, defrosted it with the car heater, wiped it off
with a tissue and went to work.  Luckily my hair color is sort of mud
brown anyway!”

“Angel”

As much as we all hate having to wear a wig, it helps to keep looking
at the bright side – no more bad hair days (if you treat your wig with
respect), showers feel great, no time spent on curlers and whatnot.  And
unless you want them – no more gray hairs!  

“I have been getting very gray these last few years, but I’ve been 
skittish about dying my hair because I have this fear that if I do, it will
all fall out.  Well, it all fell out, anyway – so I love having a wig that
makes me look ten years younger.  Except yesterday morning I put my
wig on and looked in the mirror to see if it was straight and I gave out a
scream that brought my husband running.  To put it mildly, I went 
ballistic.  “Look!,”  I screamed.  “I have a gray hair in my wig!  It’s not
fair!  The chemo is doing this to me!”  (We all blame the chemo for
everything, don’t we?)  Well, my husband calmed me down and
plucked out the gray hair – and it wasn’t a gray hair at all – it was a
gray thread from my quilting session the night before.  Ye gods, I
thought I was losing it!”

“Rabbit”
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A woman who’d had a mastectomy,
Said, “I don’t give a heck, oh, not me!”
My wig goes past my nose
All the way to my toes,
So no one can see all the rest of me!”
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Instead of moaning,
“I want to do that, but I’m too tired,”
I’m going to do it anyway – sloooowly.

Instead of saying,
“I wish I could go there, but my feet hurt,”
I’m going to wear roller skates.

Instead of sighing,
“I want to be well, but I have cancer,”
I’m going to polish my marblehead and go dancing.

I’m going to take back control of my life.
I’m going to get off my buts,
do what I want, be what I want.

For as long as I have,
I’m going to LIVE MY LIFE!
And anybody who says I can’t can just
But out!

“Rabbit” – with apologies to Peter McWilliams

Getting Off My Buts



Laughing

It doesn’t change a thing, of course – Laughing.

But it cannot make things worse – Laughing.

It makes things easier to take. 
It sort of brightens up the place,
And it sure does rest your face – Laughing.

An Unknown Poet
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“Look Henry!  The chemo’s working!
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Hair Today, 
Gone Tomorrow
No matter how well you think you are prepared, the loss
of your hair to chemo treatments can put you into an
emotional tailspin.  Nobody anticipates the horrible 
in-between period, when you don’t have your normal
hair but you aren’t rock-star bald yet.  You look like you
are molting, and your hair comes out in huge fistfuls.
The only sane solution is to greet the first clumps with
shouts of laughter and joyously declare it a sign that the
chemo is working.  Then go to the hairdresser and get it
all shaved off!  Or better yet, see if someone would be
willing to come to your house so you don’t have to get
scalped in public.

One of the CHESS women sent the following warning
message to the rest of us, causing ripples of mirth and
recognition down our computer lines.

“There is one thing which I find a little unusual and
wasn’t at all prepared for.  Today is 14 days from my
first chemo treatment and I’ve been waiting daily for my
hair to start falling out.  This morning in the shower, as I
was drying myself, I noticed big clumps of pubic hair
coming out.  I thought the hair on your head was the
first to go!  Anyway, I’ll bet you’re glad I shared that
with you!”

“Gonzo”

“Yesterday, in the grocery store, I was wheeling my cart
down an aisle past a woman with a baby, and when I
bent over to grab an item off a low shelf, the baby
grabbed my hair – and a huge hunk of it came out in his
hand!  I was so embarrassed.  Fortunately, we were able
to pry it out of his hand, and the woman had had her
mother go through chemo, so she understood.  Just be
warned – watch out for babies!”

“Rabbit”
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What are friends for but to give advice in times of need?  Like the
woman in the next anecdote, we all need help on occasion.

“Last night I dragged myself to a “Look Good, Feel Good” workshop.
It helps you learn how to cope with turbans, how to style your wigs,
and which cosmetics are safe to use on a bald face (when your hair
leaves, it sometimes takes your eyebrows with it).  We were all tired,
but for awhile we got to act giggly and have some much needed fun and
laughter.  However, a couple of us are not regular cosmetic users, and
we were really lost lambs.  One woman started putting “concealer” all
over her bald head and we only realized what she was doing when she
complained that the stick was too small and a cream would have gone
on better!”

“Rabbit”

One CHESS woman who did not have chemo and did not lose her hair,
nevertheless had this bit of advice for the rest of us.

“As for hair loss, I’ll leave that to the experienced ones.  When my 
husband had chemo and lost his hair, it was torture until it was all off
and then he sort of accepted it.  Not graciously, but silently.  I 
remember having to use the vacuum cleaner on his head!”

“Oreo”

“I’m waiting to hear that if I do lose my hair I should cheer up because
I’ll grow more out my nose or ears!”  

“Spandex”

For every woman who looks like a rock star there are, alas, the rest of
us who feel, rightly or wrongly, that we look like lumpy potato-heads.
No matter how unattractive you may feel when you are bald, you can
take comfort from the following bit of philosophy.

“My Dad told me that his father would say (à la New Yawk), “Love is
like a dewdrop.  It falls alike on rose and ‘toid.’”

“Spandex”
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How Ethyl solved the problem of lost hair disposal.

Nobody really likes being bald.  Joking about it helps, but the real
thought that gets us through the ordeal is that our baldness is a symbol
of the hard fight we are giving this horrible disease.  Lost hair?  Poo!
That’s nothing when it means the chemo is attacking full force.  One
CHESSer put the thought into a limerick.

“Eenie meenie, miney moe

Catch a tumor by the toe.

If it hollers, hairs let go.

So eenie meenie mine some mo!”
“Spandex”



Surprise

How strange – 
I would have thought 
cancer was death.

Instead I find myself
in Life –
immortal 
every time I laugh.

“Rabbit”
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Who Am I Now?

Most women feel they have been forever changed by
their experience with breast cancer.  The person you
were before bc gets lost somewhere during diagnosis,
surgery, chemotherapy and radiation.  Not only is your
body physically different, but just as dramatic may be
the feeling that deep inside you have changed in an
intrinsic, profound way.  Some of these messages from
women in the CHESS program reflect the sense of
humor that helps us see through the confusion to who
we are now.

“Much to my surprise, I’m actually a happier person
now than I was before I had breast cancer.  I find I
keep life in perspective better.  Every day has become
a treasure.  I don’t sweat the small stuff anymore, and
things that used to upset me, I just laugh off.  Much to
my astonishment, I’ve rediscovered how to have fun.”

“Rabbit”

“The good thing I’ve heard is that this all makes you a
lot stronger and a much better person.  I think I’m
pretty nice already, so I can’t wait to see what a delight
I’ll be afterwards!”

“Gonzo”

“I do try to tell people that bc has taught me to
“quitcherbellyaching” and laugh all you can.  I think
that maybe we’re a whole lot smarter now and we do
have an insider’s secret.”

“Chick”
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One CHESSer whose son had been home sick with the flu, wrote:

“I aired out the house on Thursday when it was so beautiful and nicely
asked all the germs to pack themselves up and move to someone else’s
house.  I believe they did.  See what the power of a bald woman can
do!”

“Faith”

Even the most self-sufficient of us can learn very quickly that 
sometimes it’s ok to be “Queen-for-a-day!”  Remember, when you
allow others to help you you are actually giving them the gift of feeling
good about themselves.  So don’t fret when care-giving roles are
reversed - enjoy!

“One of the benefits of going through bc is all the attention I get.
Today I had four offers to shovel the snow off my driveway!  I could get
used to this.  I may milk this situation for as long as I can and get my
lawn mowed!”

“Charley”

A woman who loves flowers but who is a reluctant gardener (she says
she hates to weed because of all the gnats and mosquitoes) went 
cheerfully back to her garden after her chemo session.  She told us she
just imagined herself as a big human can of bug poison.

Strong women who are used to taking control sometimes are so eager to
get back to feeling normal after chemotherapy that they overreact each
time they feel stronger just before another “hit.”  One week they are just
as fatigued and sick as the rest of us, and the next they try to be
dynamos.  Here’s one CHESSer’s humorous take on this situation.

“Yeah, I get this attitude when I get stronger that I can do anything, so I
go into a get-out-of-my-way mode and purge through everything and
everybody.  My husband always laughs and tells me that’s what he loves
about me and my brother-in-law told me that he was going to get me a
T-shirt that says ‘I’ve got more balls than most men.’ They’re Irish and
I’m Italian so need I say more?  We all laugh and cry equally hard.”

“Chick”



There once 
was a woman

with cancer
Who said, 

“I don’t care for 
this dance, sir!”

To most 
of Life’s 

tune, 
she would 

dance night 
and noon,
but she refused 
to let cancer

romance her!

“Rabbit”



Radiation!
Radiation!  Radiation!
Every day, every day,
It’s radiation!

I think I’m going to scream,
As I lather on my cream,
But it doesn’t help to whine,
‘Cause the doctor says I’m fine.

“You’re just a little red,”
The sadistic monster said.
But I’m starting in to peel.
Is that a blister that I feel?

As they stretch me on the rack,
I swear I won’t come back!

But a thought inside keeps churning,
“Let those cancer cells keep burning!”

So here I am again – returning.

Radiation!  Radiation!
Every day, every day,
It’s radiation!

“Rabbit”
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Totems and the Power of
Being Prepared
Probably the most fearful procedure breast cancer
patients face (except for surgery) is the chemotherapy
treatment.  Your first radiation treatment can be pretty
scary, too.  Each of us prepares for these dreaded
events in our own way.  A large number of us rely on
family or friends to get us through.  One woman
arrived for her first chemotherapy treatment with her
entire mahjong club to give her support!

If family or friends are not available, totems often take
their place.  Although the comfort and support totems
give are genuine, they, too, sometimes give rise to
humorous incidents.  One woman explained
the advantage of totems to the rest of us.

“I don’t like to take my husband to the 
doctor or to my chemo sessions – I hate to put him
through all that.  My sister, who would be a great
comfort, lives too far away to see me through
all this nonsense.  So she sent me a totem
to take her place, and I take it with me
everywhere.  My totem is a small stuffed
rabbit, a nut-brown hare with his arm spread wide in a
hug – the one from the children’s book How Much Do
I Love You? When he is with me, I feel like my sister
is right there looking out for me.  

I’ve discovered, too, that my rabbit is very helpful in
practical ways.  He attracts attention from the nurses
and the doctors.  He makes people laugh, especially
when I dress him up in different costumes.  My rabbit
changes the way everyone treats me – suddenly I’m an
individual, not just a patient among many.  Once I
went to radiation, and while I was changing into my
johnny the technicians strapped him onto the table, and
when I came in the nurse called out, “Next!”  

“Rabbit”
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Many women going to their chemotherapy sessions rely on 
complementary substances to make the treatments easier.  While all
these aids are valid and sometimes surprisingly successful, the 
humorous aspect of being prepared is not lost, either.  Here’s what one
of us took to her first chemotherapy.

“I took some rose water with me and I also took with me a quart 
container of Recharge, which is a natural electrolyte drink similar to
Gatorade, and drank that throughout.  I took a bag of sacred objects,
including a wooden cross a friend gave me, and some healing crystals,
and a heart made of stone that another friend had given me.  Also, the
same woman who came with me for my surgery and gave me Reiki
(healing touch) came with me and gave me Reiki throughout the 
treatment.  Afterward, I had a headache, but no other side effects and I
took only one Kytril 24 hours later and 2 compazine and that’s it!”

“Lumiere”

Another CHESS member laughed her way through her first chemo 
session.

“I have been one of the lucky ones with minimal side effects.  I only
wish that everyone could share my luck.  One of the men I work with
sent a tape of jokes he and his wife made for me.  They were funny and
the fact that someone made them for me took me away from my 
‘miseries’ and into a better frame of mind.”

“Emma”

Seeking the power of preparedness, some chemo patients don’t miss a
trick.

“I spent so much time and energy preparing for chemo – what to bring?
I brought food, mints, magazines, books, tapes to listen to, things to
smell.  You name it, I had it!”

“Gonzo”
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Chemales Unite!

Breast cancer patients soon develop a sort of “in”
lingo, easily understood by other bc women.
“Chemale” is one of those words – it means a woman
who is on chemotherapy.  Hence it carries with it the
notion that a Chemale is not in her right mind and no
longer responsible for her actions or words.  No matter
what happens, blame it on the chemo!  

For instance, for some women weight gain is a real
hazard of chemotherapy.  Your doctor will deny it, but
the Chemales of the world know better.  Most of what
you try to eat that’s in any way healthy tastes horrible,
and the only food you can seem to keep down is the
high calorie kind, like puddings and milkshakes.  You
stuff your face with chocolate because you need a lot
of comfort food and, unlike vegetables, chocolate still
tastes like chocolate and not mushy metal.  We knew
we shouldn’t, but we all tormented each other relating
our falls into culinary sin.

“I love your dreams about Dunkin Donuts and a
French bakery.  This is not the time in our life to
deprive ourselves of what we love to eat.  When I was
on chemo, ice cream made my stomach feel better.  
I had ice cream every night and didn’t feel guilty!  
So satisfy your sweet tooth and enjoy life’s little 
pleasures.  Indulge and be happy!”

“Charley”

A Chemale’s change in diet, of course, plus all the
“puke-busters” (meds to keep you from throwing up),
can have another repercussion which we discussed at
length until one of us came up with the following idea.
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“Hi!  You brought up an excellent point regarding dedication to prunes.
I think you should, on behalf of the CHESS members, write to Sunkist
to solicit a sponsorship for our chapter in May’s Race for the Cure.
[Editor’s note:  Could this plan have been conceived because of our
many races for the john?]  You could point out to Sunkist that it’s the
Chemales of this nation who are buying all their prunes, and they
should throw a little back our way.  Who knows, they may respond 
positively.  You might mention, if they don’t take our word for it, that
our purchase power is significant.  We could all get together and
demonstrate.  Well?”

“Spandex”

Along with chemo meds comes the instruction to drink lots of water –
gallons of water.  We often found this instruction hard to swallow.

“They told her she had to drink water.
Although she knew that she ought’er,

She oft let it slip 
‘tween the cup and her lip,

Cause she just couldn’t 
stomach that water. 

Blaaaagh!”

“Rabbit”
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A Bright Tale from 
The Dark Side

We have all had our dark moments.  Sometimes the
thought of our cancer and what it could bring to us and
those we love overwhelms us.  The grief and rage we
feel breaks through our thin veneer of bravery.  When
it does, the explosion can take on such exaggerated
proportions that later we can only laugh at ourselves.
Coping humor allows us to express our feelings to
someone else without bringing them into the shadows,
too.  Witness this story from a CHESS member who
shared with us her feelings of injustice and rage.

“Funny you should ask about our adventures in
Cancerland.  Here’s my latest.  I was traveling a route I
often follow.  A pleasant ride along the river on most
days, but today’s motoring is hurried.  A last-minute
errand has made me late for my dreaded chemo
appointment.  Annoyed and distracted, yes, but I spot
it.

This particular speed trap is a favorite of mine.  I know
it’s movement and anticipate those who don’t.  On a
good day, it heartens me.  There is power in 
knowledge.  I selectively share it.  I can blink a beam
and save a creature from catching its wings in the web.
Not everyone, mind you, certainly not the expensive
bat mobile.  Not the BMW or SAAB, usually, or the
Lexus SUV.  I love watching them speed to the trap,
wish I had time to today and because I could use the
cheering-up.  

But it isn’t to be.  Beyond the morning rush, I am
alone on the road.  My mind returns to the mission at
hand, the dreaded errand.  Annoyed and disappointed,
yes, but I spot him.  Making a move, behind me!
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He can’t want ME!  What if he does want me?  OH YEAH?  I glance at
the speedometer.  It’s within a slight variance of the limit.  He narrows
the gap.  Adrenaline floods my system as I scream my challenge! “I
have cancer and I’ve quit smoking and I forgot about my speed because
I was thinking about losing all my hair and you think I’m afraid of
you?”

And the spider passed me by, down along the river, a pleasant ride on
most days.  I hope you had a good laugh.  I had a great rush for an
adrenaline junkie (I’m Irish, you see)!”

“Spandex”



The Ceremonial Wig
Burning

No matter how devotedly you care for your wig, after
months and months of daily wearing, the little beast
begins to look somewhat distressed.  We all get tired
of putting up with the thing, so the first wisps of our
very own new hair are greeted with relief.  We peer
into the mirror to estimate coverage and length.  Our
children get out the ruler to measure each week’s
growth, and our grandchildren run about yelling,
“Grandma’s head feels like a fuzzy caterpillar!”

At least when our hair was falling out it had the grace
to do so quickly, coming out in clumps and fistfuls.
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But when it grows back in it does so with excruciating slowness.  It
seems to come in curly and baby fine.  Our hairlines change and we
might have hair heavier at the nape of the neck and thin up top.  So
when at last our re-grown head of hair is presentable enough to take out
in public without our wigs, we rejoice.  We party.  We make our 
husbands take us “somewhere expensive.”  

Underneath the joy, however, some of us encounter another lurking
darkness.  The thought, “What if I get cancer again?” is always just
there, under the surface.  This is a particularly vulnerable time for us.
Our protocols are finished.  Chemo is history.  Radiation has come and
gone.  We only see our doctors now every three months.  We feel bereft
because we have been fighting for so long and now there is nothing left
to do – except wait.  

Coping humor is harder to come by now that we are in the recovery
phase.  There’s nothing to push against, nothing to trigger the laughter
that we still need.  So we turn to the one object that never fails to tickle
our funny bones – our wigs.  Oh, the schemes we come up with for 
getting rid of our wigs!  Tossing our wigs is symbolic of putting the
cancer behind us and getting on with LIFE!  Wig disposal becomes a
ceremony.  Since by now most of us are no longer on the CHESS 
system, we meet at CHESS reunions and regale each other with the
crazy ceremonies that, if we didn’t actually carry out, we dreamed of
doing.  

One CHESSer actually had a burial ceremony for her wig in the 
backyard, attended by her husband and children, with a pizza party
afterward.

Another woman threw her wig off a bridge into the river – and then
made sure she walked away upstream.  

Still another woman mailed her wig anonymously to her ex-husband’s
girlfriend!



Letting go of our wigs may be hard to do, but it can be a real 
affirmation of Life.  Getting rid of our wigs is an acknowledgement
that we have come through the worst of surgery, chemotherapy and
radiation, and emerged whole in spirit.  And yes, we are now whole in
body as well – a body that has changed, but that is once again our own.
We are now ready to get on with living.  To pick up where we left off.
We are SURVIVORS!

With all our hearts we wish the same for you and for all women who
are still in the grip of bc.  You, too, will come through this.  The secret
is learning how to 

Keep on Laughing!



Laughter

Laughter is like a candle in my mind,

filling it with light,

shinning into all the dark corners,

illuminating me with

Life.
“Rabbit”
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CHESS
Comprehensive Health Enhancement 

Support System

“I’ll raise you six Zantac and one Tamoxifen!”


